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Some claim that Afrocentrism replaces Eurocentrism with
nothing less than another form of intolerance.  However,
Afrocentrists correctly respond that they belong within the
multicultural movement.  The perception of opposition be-
tween Afrocentrism and multiculturalism rests on a mis-
taken notion of what multiculturalists espouse.  I shall
examine Afrocentrism, first, as a form of multiculturalism
subject to the same errors that characterize multiculturalism
generally; second, I point out some errors that are specific
to Afrocentrism.

MULTICULTURALISM VERSUS THE AMERICAN
IDEAL

Many people think multiculturalism is just another term for
the kind of pluralism that has always been an American
ideal, and suggested by the motto of the United States, E
Pluribus Unum.  They think it refers to a pattern of inter-
group relations in which cultural differences are mutually
tolerated and voluntarily preserved within the framework of
a larger set of shared principles that legitimize our social,
political, and economic institutions.  Thus, they are reluc-
tant to question multiculturalism’s validity or the policies
and programs advanced in its name.

In fact, the concept of pluralism has several interpretations;
those relevant to this discussion I distinguish as voluntary
or individualist pluralism and as corporate pluralism.1  Indi-
vidualist pluralism envisions the United States as a unified
nation composed of many individuals of diverse beliefs, in-
terests, group affiliations, and cultural backgrounds.  It cel-
ebrates a political system that rejects ethnic exclusivity and
denies political recognition or formal status to ethnic
groups, therefore making ethnic group preservation volun-
tary.  Corporate pluralism views the United States as a na-
tion composed of several distinct and competing interest
groups, the most salient of which are ethnic groups.  Its
conservative aim is to use the political system to recover
historical groups and reinforce traditional communities.

Individualist pluralism holds that individuals ought to be
free, within the limits of respect for the rights of others, to
adopt the values, philosophies, religions, or practices of any
culture they wish.  It recognizes that individuals have varied
interests and attributes and that persons of similar back-
ground can take different directions in life.  The associ-
ations they form, through which they pursue their chosen
ends, should be voluntary.

Corporate pluralism, by contrast, is less interested in pres-
erving individual liberty than in preserving specific cultures
and ethnic groups.  In its least coercive form, it is premised
on the expectation that individuals will wish to maintain a
majority of their primary relations within their ethnic sub-
cultures.  But even in this form, it seeks to regulate factors,
such as education, that may influence an individual’s choice
of affiliation.  Corporate pluralism seeks to maintain the
boundaries that divide hereditary groups and to promote
solidarity within those groups.  It aims to do this regardless
of what individual members of these groups may desire.  It
not only fosters the preservation of ethnic differences, but
makes group identity the basis for the distribution of social
rewards.2

Whereas individualist pluralism restricts the principle of
equality to the political equality of individuals, corporate
pluralism demands political, social, and economic equality
for designated groups.  Individualist pluralism is based on
the legal freedom of individuals to strive, in cooperation
with others, for goals that do not require the violation of
individual rights.  Corporate pluralism, however, emphas-
izes the competing interests (currently referred to these days
as “needs”) of groups and requires subjugating the choices
of individuals to the “collective will” of the group.  Rather
than encourage the tolerance of individual differences, it
stresses differences among groups of people and promotes
intolerance of differences within groups.

Most of all, corporate pluralism denies the proposition that
persons from different backgrounds can be united by ideas
and values that transcend the interests, beliefs, and norms of
particular groups and subcultures.  Instead of promoting in-
tergroup relations based on such universalistic criteria as
rationality, personal autonomy, and individual rights, cor-
porate pluralism affirms cultural particularism — the doc-
trine that persons belonging to different cultural groups
should be treated differently.

The multicultural education movement’s efforts to impose
“cultural diversity” on college and grade school curricula is
fuelled by just this particularism.  It seeks to Balkanize the
curriculum by making it represent selected ethnic groups
and certain other groups that supposedly comprise Amer-
ica’s diversity.  Most would agree with the multiculturalists’
stated opposition to the assimilationist ideal of a homo-
geneous superculture.  However, that stated intention obs-
cures multiculturalists’ real target: the transethnic principles
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of voluntary pluralism and individual liberty.  For this rea-
son alone multiculturalism should be opposed.

While attacking universal principles and transethnic cur-
ricula, multiculturalism ignores the fact that the real force
producing cultural homogeneity is mass communication and
mass transportation.  As Martin Marger points out, the re-
ality of contemporary ethnic relations involves a paradox:
“While groups extol the need to retain an ethnic culture and
encounter declining resistance to its retention from the
dominant group, societal trends continue to erode those cul-
tural differences.”3  The homogenized culture resulting from
the compression of cultural singularities into common
forms, says Marger, “is brought home strongly when Ameri-
cans of any ethnic origin travel to the society of their fore-
bears .... It is in such foreign contexts that a unique
‘Americanness’ is more fully revealed.”4  It is precisely that
“unique” Americanness, made possible by modernity’s con-
tinual erosion of cultural differences and by a political sys-
tem that protects individual mobility, that multiculturalism
would undermine, if it could.5  Instead, its only likely effect
is to undermine America’s commitment to individual lib-
erty.

Peter Berger calls modernity’s challenge to ethnicity “the
pluralization of lifeworlds.”6  Multiculturalism’s obfuscation
of this challenge suggests that it may be an anti-concept.
Ayn Rand defines an anti-concept as an

artificial, unnecessary, and (rationally) unusable term,
designed to replace and obliterate some legitimate con-
cept ... without public discussion; and, as a means to
that end, to make public discussion unintelligible, and
to induce the same disintegration in the mind of any
man who accepts it, rendering him incapable of clear
thinking or rational judgment.7

A legitimate concept distinguishes the thing to which it
refers from everything else.  An anti-concept sounds like a
legitimate concept but it redefines the referent of the latter
by substituting its nonessential properties for essential ones.

Multiculturalism fits Rand’s definition perfectly.  While it is
presented as the ideal of a free and open society, it defines
that society by the nonessential property of cultural diver-
sity.  Multiculturalism implies that an open society depends
on cultural diversity and the enhancement and preservation
of ethnic differences.8  Schools are therefore responsible for
providing a multicultural education that mirrors society’s
diversity and perpetuates students’ ethnic identities.9  But
cultural diversity is a consequence of an open society, not
its essential or defining attribute.  An open society is distin-
guished by its guarantee of the right of individuals to
choose their associations and not by the right of ethnic
groups to survive.

Anti-concepts generate dangerous distortions.  The cultural
diversity of American society depends on the universal right
of individuals to differ and to be different.  Multicultu-
ralism, however, aims to replace the universalism of indi-
vidual rights with the particularism of corporate pluralism,
and thereby delegitimize individualist pluralism.  It defines
American society by the nonessential property of its multi-
cultural composition instead of by the ideals, laws, and cus-
toms that make such diversity possible.  Multiculturalism’s
espousal of the compulsory preservation of ethnic dif-
ferences and the maintenance of the cultural identity and

solidarity of subgroups threatens America’s free and open
social order.

AFROCENTRISM AS A SPECIES OF
MULTICULTURALISM

According to Molefi Kete Asante of Temple University, a
leading proponent of Afrocentrism, “the Afrocentric idea” is
“a commitment to a historical project that places the Afri-
can person back on center” in a cultural analysis.10  Afro-
centrism is more than an artistic or literary movement and
more than a quest for authenticity through the history of a
people, says Asante.  It is an “escape to sanity” — “the
total use of a method to effect psychological, political, so-
cial, cultural and economic change.”11  This method in-
volves overthrowing “Eurocentric icons” and exorcising
them from the life and thought of black Americans, whose
minds have been colonized by Europeans.  More specifi-
cally, Afrocentricity means “placing African ideals at the
center of any analysis that involves African culture and be-
havior.”12

I first encountered the term “Afrocentrism” in Asante’s re-
view of my book, The Other Side of Racism.13  Asante
called the work “neo-racist”, and condemned its “complete
mastery” of what he called “Eurocentric individualistic ide-
ologies”.  He accused me of being totally ignorant of “Afri-
can concepts” and of failing to see the “antagonism
between European individuality and African collectivity.”14

He found it abominable that someone who is both female
and black defends the tenets of individualism as persistently
as I do.

Asante’s objection to my espousal of individualism reveals
Afrocentrism’s racist assumptions.  Asante expects (1) that
the Negroid African strain of my ancestry should be the
basis of my racial identity and (2) that my ideas should
therefore be formulated from “African concepts” and my
values reflect “African collectivity”.  (Since my ancestry
also includes Scotch-Irish and American Indian strains,
shouldn’t they also be candidates for the source of my
thinking?)  Asante’s condemnation of my individualism
would make sense only if I were in fact African and only if
there were a causal connection between race and culture.
But there is no such causal relationship, and I am no more
African than I am Scotch-Irish or Indian.  Calling myself
African makes no more sense than a white Australian call-
ing himself English because his ancestors were English
prisoners deported to the Australian continent.

Furthermore, since universalism is a hallmark of individual-
ism, it is a contradiction in terms to call individualism Eu-
rocentric.15  But true to his particularistic and racist
orientation, Asante objects to individualism not simply for
its specific content but also for its European origins.  In his
view, any philosophy is no more than an expression of its
originators’ particular race or geographic origin.  Asante
therefore assumes that because individualism originated in
Europe, it is “centered” on Europeans to the exclusion of
the rest of the world.  The same is no less true, he argues,
of ideas formulated by Europeans opposed to individualism.
For instance, because Marxism, which he erroneously calls
“the ultimate example of European rationalism”, was for-
mulated by Europeans, Asante argues that it is just as “Eu-
ropean centered” as individualism.16  “Marxism is not
helpful in developing Afrocentric concepts and methods be-
cause it, too, is a product of a European consciousness that
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excludes the historical and cultural perspectives of Africa,”
he writes.17

Clearly then, Afrocentrists assume that culture and civiliza-
tion are racially determined.  They identify Western civi-
lization with a certain type of people, namely white Euro-
peans and their white descendants.  They therefore claim
that a curriculum emphasizing the history of Western civi-
lization, or even the history of the United States, serves
only the white majority.  This is the argument Asante makes
when he asserts that the language of the American class-
room is the white child’s language and that the information
imparted is “white cultural information” alien to blacks and
other minorities.

Asante maintains that white children have the advantage of
being taught in the language of the dominant culture, which
is their own, and that this is a disadvantage for blacks, His-
panics, and Asian students.  In order to master information
about the majority culture, minority students must reject
their own cultures and experience their “deaths”.  Asante
writes: “Lacking reinforcement in their own historical ex-
periences, they become psychologically crippled, hobbling
along in the margins of the European experience of most of
the curriculum.”18  Because what black children learn is not
centered within the cultural framework of Africa, Asante ar-
gues that they suffer from cultural dislocation.  Their sense
of place is destroyed and their feelings of limited self-worth
are reinforced.  Thus they lack direction and confidence.

Multiculturalist James A. Banks argues that proponents of
the Afrocentrist curriculum “are merely asking that the cul-
tures of Africa and African-American people be legitimized
in the curriculum and that African contributions to Euro-
pean civilization be acknowledged.”19  Banks claims that
they and other groups are “demanding that the facts of their
victimization be told, for truth’s sake, but also because they
need to understand their conditions so that they and others
can work to reform society.”20  But it is clear from the
statements by Afrocentrists that they want more than this.
They are not interested merely in purging the curriculum of
content that “distorts and defames the history of black
Americans”21 or fails to “recognize the language and cultu-
ral richness of African-American students”.22  In the face of
the erosion of ethnic belonging caused by the increasing
economic diversity within the black community,23 Afrocen-
trists are also demanding that schools do what the black
community cannot do and, by all evidence, is unwilling to
do: transform black American children into Africans.

Some multiculturalists maintain that they reject Afrocen-
trism just as much as they reject Eurocentrism.  However,
the meaning of the suffix “centric” is not quite the same in
the words “Eurocentric” and “Afrocentric”.  “Eurocentric”
is used to suggest a supposed “European perspective” that
is unfairly imposed on those of non-European ancestry,
while “Afrocentric” designates the view that African cul-
tures should be studied from an “African perspective”.
Afrocentrism entails not using the methods of academic dis-
ciplines that originated in Europe,24 but teaching all sub-
jects to students of African ancestry in terms of “the
centrality of a world view based on Africa”.25  Thus, it is
clear that Africanists and multiculturalists share the same
basic assumptions, namely, that a person’s ethnic or racial
ancestry determines his culture; that Western civilization is
not superior to non-European cultures; and that we have an
obligation to use the curriculum to help each racial or eth-

nic group maintain its “own” culture.  Afrocentrists and
multiculturalists argue that if the curriculum does not reflect
the cultural diversity of American students, then the educa-
tion of minority students will suffer and they will be ex-
cluded from American society.26  In all these respects,
Afrocentrism is a part of the multicultural movement.  Their
shared philosophy is that logic and truth vary with racial
groups and that an individual’s consciousness reflects his
racial ancestry.27  Although the following sections focus on
Afrocentrism, a similar critique could be made of multicul-
turalism in general.

AFROCENTRISM’S MISTAKEN ANALYSIS OF
SELF-ESTEEM

By claiming that black students view the American school
as a “foreign” (European) place that does “foreign things”,
Afrocentrists like Asante completely distort the educational
experience of millions of black students.  By perpetuating
the view that American Negroes are outsiders to the West-
ern experience, they deliberately deny the fact that it’s our
cultural heritage too.  As Earl E. Thorpe pointed out three
decades ago:

Since 1865 practically all colored Americans ... con-
stantly have viewed this country as their home, and
have not wished to be expatriated or colonized.  Their
political and social faith have been the traditional faith
of America, and they speedily and unhesitatingly have
risen to the colors when the nation was imperilled by
war.  By and large, they have been basically American
since the early days of slavery, and their so-called
racial traits are simply American traits, accentuated
here and there by historic circumstance.  This does not
deny the survival of certain African words, dances, and
similar idioms, but these survivals have become a part
of the total national culture.28

Afrocentrists claim that the way to improve the educational
achievement of black children is to improve their self-
image by requiring teachers to include or emphasize the
contribution of blacks in the curriculum.  This approach is
being advocated or implemented in school districts from
Portland, Oregon, to Atlanta, Georgia.29  It is based on the
premise that the self is a collective phenomenon and, hence,
that self-esteem depends upon cultural heritage.  It assumes
that personal identity is by definition tied to the thoughts
and deeds of people with whom one happens to share some
racial ancestry and ethnic history.

According to the New York State Board of Education’s
1989 Task Force on Minorities, the value of the Afrocentric
approach is that it will not only cause children of minority
groups to have “higher self-esteem and self-respect”, but
also cause children from European cultures to have “a less
arrogant perspective”.30  Together these propositions
amount to saying that the self-esteem of black students de-
pends upon having white classmates who will try to dis-
prove their presumed racism by tolerating the ethnocentrism
of blacks.  This unchallenged demand for one-sided toler-
ance rests on the double standard of victimization politics
that Ayn Rand condemned so passionately over twenty
years ago:

“Tolerance” and “understanding” are regarded as uni-
lateral virtues.  In relation to any given minority, we
are told, it is the duty of all others, i.e., of the majority,
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to tolerate and understand the minority’s values and
customs — while the minority proclaims that its soul
is beyond the outsider’s comprehension, that no com-
mon ties or bridges exist, that it does not propose to
grasp one syllable of the majority’s values, customs or
culture, and will continue hurling racist epithets (or
worse) at the majority’s faces.  Nobody can pretend
any longer that the goal of such policies is the elimina-
tion of racism.31

How can a black child develop high self-esteem if he inter-
nalizes the view that he must be treated more carefully than
other people?  How can a white child develop healthy self-
esteem if he is guided by the lesson that he must show his
tolerance of others by condoning their intolerance of him?

There is no doubt that black children have a need for self-
esteem.  They are not unique in this;  the need for self- es-
teem is inherent in man’s nature.32  But it is a cruel hoax to
suggest that there is any significant linkage between self-es-
teem and race or ethnicity.

Although it may seem logical that experiences of prejudice,
discrimination, and economic failure would cause a group
to have relatively lower self-esteem, studies of the effects of
minority status indicate that such is not necessarily the case.
The assumption of a direct relationship between self-esteem
and discrimination implies that there is no variation in the
effect that ethnicity has on one’s self concept and that all
blacks adjust to their ethnic status in the same way.33  To
date, studies of the relation of ethnic identity and self-con-
cept show that: (1) no assumptions about self-esteem can be
based on race; (2) such factors as social class, academic
achievement, and reference groups appear to be more im-
portant than race in explaining self-image; and (3) self-sat-
isfaction, pride, and self-respect are not a monopoly of
dominant groups.34

On what, then, is self-esteem based?  Psychologist Natha-
niel Branden, who links self-esteem to man’s conceptual
consciousness and capacity of volitional choice, writes that
positive self-esteem is “the conviction that one is competent
to live and worthy of living”.35  In order to sustain our
lives, we need to know that we are competent to live, from
whence comes self-confidence; and we need to know that
we are worthy of living, from whence comes self-respect.
“Man makes himself worthy of living, by making himself
competent to live”, says Branden.36  The only way that a
person can make himself competent to live is by the proper
exercise of his rational faculty, through the preservation of
the will to understand and the will to efficacy.

What is more important to the self-esteem of a Chinese-
American: knowing that tea, paper, paper money, and print-
ing originated in China or acquiring the skills necessary to
sell tea and calculate earnings?  What is more important to
the self-esteem of a Negro American: knowing that Negro
spirituals and folk songs gave rise to American popular
music or learning to defer immediate gratification and tol-
erate unavoidable frustration in order to achieve goals?
This is not to suggest that knowledge of one’s cultural herit-
age has no value, but rather that such knowledge is no sub-
stitute for competence in the art of living.

I attended school in a segregated school system in the
South.  My teachers, who were black, knew that a proper
education meant teaching me how to function as a human
being, not as a black person.  In the face of a society that

viewed Negroes only in terms of racial stereotypes, they did
not teach me counter-stereotypes, as Afrocentrists would;
rather, they taught me what I needed to know to fulfill my
human potential.  I believe my teachers understood that
being a victim of racism did not entitle me to exemption
from the standards of human achievement; nor did they
give me the impression that I could acquire self-worth sec-
ondhand.

This is not to deny the importance of teaching children
about the history of Negro Americans.  In my school, we
learned about many blacks who had contributed to Ameri-
can culture.  But we were not taught that there was any-
thing special about them other than that they were smart,
articulate, creative people who played a role in making
America and uplifting the Negro community.  Afrocentrism,
however, substitutes its own selective and self-aggrandizing
conceptions for objective history of the black Americans
and of the peoples of Africa.  In teaching students about the
lives and achievements of people like Ralph Ellison or
Duke Ellington, for example, Afrocentrists would encourage
students to see them not as individuals but as symbolic an-
cestors whose accomplishments are no more than an exten-
sion of the black community, and must remain the exclusive
cultural property of Negroes.

Self-esteem, however, is not a transferable commodity to be
conferred upon one by other people’s character and actions.
It must be earned by each individual himself; there is no
other way.  As Branden points out, a person with positive
self-esteem “expects others to perceive his value, not to cre-
ate it”.37

Afrocentrism’s linkage of self-esteem with the achieve-
ments and cultural creations of people who share one’s
racial ancestry limits the frame of reference to an “African-
centered” universe peopled by persons of African descent.
“Our Africanity is our ultimate reality”, asserts Asante,
quoting Maulana R. Karenga.38  Such an approach perpetu-
ates the kind of other-oriented dependency that is a primary
obstacle to positive self-esteem.  What Afrocentrism will in-
still is not positive self-esteem but a fear of personal auton-
omy and the psychointellectual independence it entails.

Afrocentrists harm black children when they teach them
that they cannot have pride in themselves unless they first
have pride in their African origins.  I agree with columnist
William Raspberry that what black children need is not im-
mersion in the history of ancient Africa, but education in
what is necessary for success in modern America: “Black
Americans who have achieved some success in this country
owe it to black children to tell them how they did it.”39

They need to own up to their debt to the ideas and values
that made such success possible, rather than diverting the
attention of black children to traditions, beliefs, and values
of ancestors whose way of life is irrelevant to the contem-
porary world, and left much to be desired in its own time
and place.

AFROCENTRISM’S GEOGRAPHICAL
DETERMINISM

An underlying assumption of multiculturalism and Afrocen-
trism is a crude kind of determinism that asserts a direct
relationship between geography and culture.  Consider, for
example, Asante’s use of the idea found in Michael Brad-
ley’s book, The Iceman Inheritance, that European attitudes
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and responses were shaped by the Wurm ice age.40  In the
European landscape dominated by glaciers, a mentality
(which Asante calls a “caveman mentality”) emerged that
drew boundaries, established patriarchy, and introduced in-
dividual and clan territoriality.  “Pressures of human survi-
val, xenophobia and reliance on hunting combined to create
the philosophical outlook of the European”, writes Asante.
In the regions where the sun dominated the environment,
however, there emerged what Asante calls the “palm tree
mentality” that was “fundamentally community/society-
oriented, relaxed and directed toward transcendence”.41

The “palm tree mentality” could be found in African so-
cieties, where human interaction was “based on agriculture,
burial of the dead, and ancestor respect”, and on a very
strong collective mentality that gave greater importance to
the group than to the individual.42

Asante’s use of Bradley’s geographical determinism to sup-
port his argument against universal standards of discourse
and to justify his denigration of the so-called “Western
mentality” is not unique.  Leonard Jeffries of the City Col-
lege of New York divides the human race into the “ice
people” and the “sun people”.  Europeans, who are de-
scendants of the ice people, are materialistic, selfish, and
violent; while Africans, who are descendants of the sun
people, are spiritual, communalistic, and peaceful.

These classifications assume a nonexistent correlation be-
tween race and culture and ignore the meaning men give to
the world they confront.  This is not to deny that there is
some correlation between geography and culture, particu-
larly among primitive peoples; but, as social demographer
William Petersen points out, “The greater the control over
its natural environment a society has, the smaller this corre-
lation will generally be and the less can one regard it as an
inescapable cause-effect relation.”43

Afrocentrists ignore the fact that the correlation between
geography and culture depends on absence of technical
skills.  Indeed, linking natural environment with culture and
temperament amounts to no more than a folk belief ad-
vanced to justify stereotyping whites and claiming that
blacks have greater moral stature than whites.  It is the
same as the “scientific racism” of such European writers as
Count de Gobineau, whose racial theories were used to jus-
tify European imperialism.  Indeed, Jeffries’ assertion that
blacks are biologically superior to whites because they have
more melanin in their skin (he reportedly believes that me-
lanin regulates health and intellect) resembles the claims of
Nazi leaders, who preached German racial superiority.

This is the same racist thinking that has been used to justify
the oppression of blacks and other minorities.  Of course,
the Afrocentrists reject this and similar critiques on the
ground that they reflect the caveman or ice person men-
tality, which is the last thing wanted from a black person
who is supposed to possess a palm tree mentality.  Critics
like me must be explained away.  “African-Americans who
participate only in Eurocentric views can easily become
anti-black, the logical extension of European cultural im-
perialism”, writes Asante.  “They are victims of their own
identity crisis, a crisis produced purely by their submission
to the roles whites have forced them to play.”44

THE MISTAKEN ASSUMPTION OF CULTURAL
EQUIVALENCE

Although Afrocentrists typically proclaim the superiority of
African civilizations, they frequently retreat to the more
modest position that every culture is “valid” on its own
terms.  Multiculturalists, however, typically proclaim the
equal value of all cultures and only occasionally betray
their hostility to Western civilization.  This is one respect in
which multiculturalists differ from Afrocentrists, though it
is clearly a difference in emphasis only.

As George Reisman points out, the promotion of cultural
equivalence requires that a culture based on superstition and
limited to the level of making dugout canoes be regarded as
equal to one based on science and capable of launching
space ships; that a culture that fosters collectivistic and se-
curity-oriented thinking and motivation be considered equal
to one that fosters individualism and competition.45  Reis-
man notes that multiculturalist teachers do not want stu-
dents to study non-Western civilizations and the conditions
of primitive peoples from the perspective of seeing how
they lag behind Western civilization and what they might do
to catch up.  Study from that perspective would be de-
nounced as seeing the world through a “Western lens”.  It
would be considered offensive to people of non-West Euro-
pean origin.46

The stated objective of a curriculum that teaches cultural
equivalence, says Reisman, is to make students who have
non-European backgrounds feel that they are equal to
whites.  But the actual consequence is that students imbibe
the erroneous assumption that there is a causal relationship
between race and culture, and consequently view them-
selves not as unique personalities, but as carriers of the cul-
tures of their ancestors.  They also learn to devalue more
advanced civilizations, or accept dubious claims about their
ancient ancestors’ achievements in order to sustain the illu-
sion that all civilizations are culturally equal.

Reisman has made one of the best arguments against
Afrocentrism’s geographical determinism: “Western civi-
lization is not a product of geography.  It is a body of
knowledge and values.  Any individual, any society, is
potentially capable of adopting it.”47  Some of Western civi-
lization’s essential elements did not even originate in the
West.  But this is a minor point, “The most vital thing to
realize about [Western civilization]”, says Reisman, “is that
it is open to everyone.”48

AFROCENTRISM’S ATTACK ON REASON

I believe that it is precisely the accessibility of Western
civilization that multiculturalists and Afrocentrists are at-
tacking.  They aim to discredit not only the content of
Western civilization but also the universality of the rational
faculty that produced it and comprehends it.  Their true
enemy is reason.

According to Asante, Afrocentrism aims to liberate students
from such “Eurocentric myths” as objectivity, universalism,
individualism, rationality, the scientific method, and econ-
omic self-interest.  Objectivity, he says, has “protected so-
cial and literary theory from the scrutiny that would reveal
how theory has often served the interest of the ruling
class”.49  Ironically, the ideas from which Afrocentrists
think blacks need to be protected are those responsible for
human progress wherever and whenever it occurs, including
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the abolition of slavery in the United States.  There can be
no hope that America will continue to advance if its largest
minority group — not to mention all other Americans —
come to view those ideas as mere myths.

To demand that our ideas are valid simply because they are
ours or our ancestors’ implies that the truth is irrelevant.
This will produce nothing but that which dogmatism has
produced throughout history: irreconcilable conflict, misery,
death, and destruction.  Yet this is precisely the kind of
thinking Afrocentrists and other multiculturalists encourage.
Their insistence on the primacy of consciousness over re-
ality sabotages consciousness itself.  For it leaves men with-
out a rational way to distinguish truth from falsehood.
Truth, then, can be decided ultimately by nothing but force.

The attempt to discredit objectivity is an attack on man’s
basic tool of knowledge, the faculty of reason.  That faculty
is the foundation of human nature.  It is essential to our
capacity for free choice and thus grounds those universal
individual rights that can be recognized only through its
exercise.  By attacking the faculty of reason, Afrocentrists
and multiculturalists seem to be trying to make cultural par-
ticularism inescapable.  To teach young people that they
cannot rely on reason because it is part of “the dominant
ideology” of capitalist society or because it is “Eurocentric”
is to short-circuit their capacity to think critically and arrive
at independent judgments.  If successful, it would produce a
generation incapacitated by uncertainty and abject conform-
ity, and lacking all basis for positive self-esteem.

During the fall of 1989, I gave two talks at Smith College.
In the first, I spoke on individualism in the black com-
munity.  My basic argument was that whites do not have a
monopoly on individualism, that blacks can be individua-
lists too.  Suddenly, in the middle of my talk, a black stu-
dent ran out of the room crying.  Why?  Well, I was
speaking in a language that was offensive to her.  Students
told me of the offensiveness of my views during the ques-
tion period after the talk I gave the next night.  They told
me, in effect, that I spoke a language that should not come
from someone who is black and female.  They had been
taught that my ideas were the same as those used by racists
and sexists to justify exploitation.  One young lady, a white
student, condemned me and said I should not have been
permitted to speak at Smith.

I can understand why the students were offended by my
remarks.  Collectivism is now taken for granted and taught
under the guise of “diversity”.  When today’s students hear
the principles of individualism articulated, they think they
are hearing an opposing brand of collectivism that they call
Eurocentrism.50  We owe it to our students to teach them
the difference between individualism and collectivism, and
to inform them of what is at stake in the conflict between
those worldviews.  They may resent being so enlightened,
they may flee from us in tears; but at least they will be
aware of what the debate is really about.
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